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Abstract
Real-time heuristic search methods interleave planning and plan executions and plan only in the
part of the domain around the current state of the agents. So far, real-time heuristic search methods
have mostly been applied to deterministic planning tasks. In this article, we argue that real-time
heuristic search methods can efficiently solve nondeterministic planning tasks. We introduce Min-
Max Learning Real-Time A* (Min-Max LRTA*), a real-time heuristic search method that generalizes
Korf’s LRTA* to nondeterministic domains, and apply it to robot-navigation tasks in mazes, where
the robots know the maze but do not know their initial position and orientation (pose). These
planning tasks can be modeled as planning tasks in nondeterministic domains whose states are sets
of poses. We show that Min-Max LRTA* solves the robot-navigation tasks fast, converges quickly,
and requires only a small amount of memory.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: Interleaving planning and plan executions; Real-time heuristic search; Minimax search; Localization;
Robot navigation
1. Introduction
Planning faces new challenges as planning methods get integrated into situated
intelligent systems (agents). Classical planners traditionally assume that domains are
deterministic, and the few planners that can operate in nondeterministic domains often
assume that the state of the world is completely observable. Mobile robots and other agents,
however, operate in nondeterministic domains, and planning in nondeterministic domains
can be time-consuming due to the many contingencies. One general principle that can
reduce the planning time in nondeterministic domains is interleaving planning and plan
executions [11]. Without interleaving planning and plan executions, the agents have to find
a large conditional plan that solves the planning task. When interleaving planning and plan
executions, on the other hand, the agents have to find only the beginning of such a plan.
After the execution of this subplan, the agents repeat the process from the state that actually
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resulted from the execution of the subplan instead of all states that could have resulted from
its execution. Since actions are executed before their complete consequences are known,
the agents are likely to incur some overhead in terms of the number of actions executed,
but this is often outweighed by the computational savings gained.
Planning methods that interleave planning and plan executions have to overcome two
problems. First, they have to make sure that they make progress towards the goal instead
of cycling forever. Second, they should be able to improve their plan-execution time as
they solve similar planning tasks, otherwise they do not behave efficiently in the long run
in case similar planning tasks unexpectedly repeat. We show how Min-Max Learning Real-
Time A* (Min-Max LRTA*), a real-time heuristic search method that extends LRTA* [29]
to nondeterministic domains, can be used to address these problems. Min-Max LRTA*
associates information with the states to prevent cycling, interleaves planning and plan
executions, and plans only in the part of the domain around the current state of the agents
(agent-centered search). This is the part of the domain that is immediately relevant for
the agents in their current situation. Min-Max LRTA* has the following properties: First,
different from the many existing ad-hoc planning methods that interleave planning and plan
executions, Min-Max LRTA* has a solid theoretical foundation and is domain independent.
Second, it allows for fine-grained control over how much planning to do between plan
executions. Third, it can use heuristic knowledge to guide planning which can reduce
planning time without increasing the plan-execution time. Fourth, it can be interrupted at
any state and resume execution at a different state. In other words, other control programs
can take over control at arbitrary times if desired. Fifth, it amortizes learning over several
planning episodes, which allows it to find a plan with a suboptimal plan-execution time
fast and then improve the plan-execution time as it solves similar planning tasks, until the
plan-execution time is satisficing or optimal. Thus, it still asymptotically minimizes the
plan-execution time in the long run in case similar planning tasks unexpectedly repeat.
To illustrate the advantages of Min-Max LRTA*, we apply it to robot-navigation tasks
in mazes, where the robots know the maze but do not know their initial pose. We show
that Min-Max LRTA* solves these robot-navigation tasks fast, converges quickly, and
requires only a small amount of memory. Min-Max LRTA* generalizes the Information-
Gain Method that has been used to solve the robot-navigation tasks on actual robots but,
different from Min-Max LRTA*, does not improve its plan-execution time as it solves
similar planning tasks [11].
In the following, we first give an overview of LRTA*, an existing real-time heuristic
search method that operates in deterministic domains. We then describe how it can be
extended to nondeterministic domains, analyze the plan-execution time of the resulting
real-time heuristic search method (Min-Max LRTA*), and apply it to robot-navigation
tasks.
2. Deterministic domains: Learning Real-Time A*
In this section, we describe the Learning Real-Time A* method (LRTA*) [29]. We use the
following notation to describe deterministic and nondeterministic planning tasks: S denotes
the finite set of states of the domain, sstart ∈ S the start state, and G ⊆ S the set of goal
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states. The number of states is n := |S|. A(s) = ∅ is the finite, nonempty set of (potentially
nondeterministic) actions that can be executed in state s ∈ S. succ(s, a) denotes the set
of successor states that can result from the execution of action a ∈ A(s) in state s ∈ S.
In deterministic domains, succ(s, a) contains only one state and we use succ(s, a) also to
denote this state. An agent starts in the start state and has to move to a goal state. The agent
always observes what its current state is and then has to select and execute its next action,
which results in a state transition to one of the possible successor states. The planning task
is solved when the agent reaches a goal state. We measure both the travel distance and
plan-execution time of the agent in action executions, which is reasonable if every action
has the same cost, for example, can be executed in about the same amount of time. (It is
straightforward to extend both the real-time heuristic search methods in this article and
the formal results about them to the case where the action costs are all different.) We also
use two operators with the following semantics: The expression “arg minx∈X f (x)” returns
the elements x ∈ X that minimize f (x), that is, the set {x ∈ X: f (x) = minx ′∈X f (x ′)}.
Given such a set Y , the expression “one-of Y ” returns an element of Y according to an
arbitrary rule (that can, for example, include elements of chance). A subsequent invocation
of “one-of Y ” can return the same or a different element.
LRTA* associates a small amount of information with the states that allows it to
remember where it has already searched. In particular, it associates a non-negative u-value
u(s) with each state s ∈ S. The u-values approximate the goal distances of the states.
Here, we describe LRTA* with look-ahead (search horizon) one (Fig. 1). It consists of
a termination-checking step (Line 2), an action-selection step (Line 3), a value-update step
(Line 4), and an action-execution step (Line 5). LRTA* first checks whether it has already
reached a goal state and thus can terminate successfully (Line 2). If not, it decides which
action a to execute in the current state s (Line 3). It looks one action execution ahead
and always greedily chooses an action that leads to a successor state with the minimal u-
value (ties can be broken arbitrarily). If the u-value of this successor state plus one (for
the action execution needed to reach the successor state) is larger than the u-value of the
current state, then it replaces the u-value of the current state (Line 4). Finally, LRTA*
Initially, the non-negative u-values u(s) are approximations of the goal distances
(measured in action executions) for all s ∈ S.
(1) s := sstart.
(2) If s ∈G, then stop successfully.
(3) a := one-of arg mina∈A(s) u(succ(s, a)).
(4) u(s) :=max(u(s),1+ u(succ(s, a))).
(5) Execute action a, that is, change the current state to succ(s, a).
(6) s := the current state.
(7) Go to (2).
Fig. 1. Deterministic domains: LRTA* with look-ahead one.
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executes the selected action (Line 5), updates the current state (Line 6), and iterates the
procedure (Line 7).
The action-selection and value-update steps of LRTA* can be explained as follows.
The action-selection step attempts to get to a goal state as fast as possible by always
choosing an action that leads to a successor state with the minimal u-value. Since the u-
values approximate the goal distances, this is a successor state that is believed to have the
smallest goal distance. The value-update step uses the look-ahead of the action-selection
step to make the u-value of the current state approximate the goal distance of the state
better. The goal distance of a non-goal state is the minimum of the goal distances of its
successor states plus one (for the action execution needed to reach the successor state).
Consequently, 1 + mina∈A(s) u(succ(s, a)) approximates the goal distance of non-goal
state s. If all u-values are admissible (that is, do not overestimate the goal distances),
then both 1 + mina∈A(s) u(succ(s, a)) and u(s) do not overestimate the goal distance
of non-goal state s, and the larger of these two values is the more accurate estimate.
The value-update step then replaces the u-value of state s with this value. The value-
update step of LRTA* is sometimes stated as u(s) := 1 + u(succ(s, a)). Our slightly
more complex version guarantees that the u-values are nondecreasing. Since the u-values
remain admissible and larger admissible u-values tend to guide planning better than smaller
admissible u-values, there is no reason to decrease them. If the u-values are consistent (that
is, satisfy the triangle inequality) then both value-update steps are equivalent [22]. A more
comprehensive introduction to LRTA* can be found in [18].
3. Nondeterministic domains: Min-Max Learning Real-Time A*
In this section, we extend LRTA* to nondeterministic domains. A domain is nondeter-
ministic if the agent is not able to predict with certainty which successor state an action
execution results in. LRTA* and other real-time heuristic search methods have almost ex-
clusively been applied to deterministic domains, such as sliding-tile puzzles [17,20,26–
29,43], gridworlds [3,15–17,29,33,40,46,48,51], blocksworlds [6,20], and other STRIPS-
type planning domains including domains from logistics [6]. However, real-time heuristic
search methods compete in deterministic domains with other suboptimal heuristic search
methods such as greedy (best-first) search [42], that can find plans faster than LRTA*,
or linear-space best-first search [28,41], that can consume less memory [5,28]. However,
many domains from robotics, control, and scheduling are nondeterministic.
The Min-Max Learning Real-Time A* Method (Min-Max LRTA*) [22] uses minimax
search to extend LRTA* to nondeterministic domains. Thus, similar to game-playing
approaches and reinforcement-learning methods such as ˆQ-Learning [14] or MARTDP
[47], Min-Max LRTA* views acting in nondeterministic domains as a two-player game
in which it selects an action from the available actions in the current state. This action
determines the possible successor states from which a fictitious agent, called nature,
chooses one. Min-Max LRTA* assumes that nature exhibits the most vicious behavior
and always chooses the worst possible successor state, an assumption not only made in
the context of planning in artificial intelligence [9,12] but also manipulation and assembly
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Initially, the non-negative u-values u(s) are approximations of the minimax goal
distances (measured in action executions) for all s ∈ S.
(1) s := sstart.
(2) If s ∈G, then stop successfully.
(3) a := one-of arg mina∈A(s)maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′).
(4) u(s) :=max(u(s),1+maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′)).
(5) Execute action a, that is, change the current state to a state in succ(s, a)
(according to the behavior of nature).
(6) s := the current state.
(7) Go to (2).
Fig. 2. Nondeterministic domains: Min-Max LRTA* with look-ahead one.
planning in robotics [31]. Acting in deterministic domains is then simply a special case
where every action uniquely determines the successor state.
Like LRTA*, Min-Max LRTA* associates a non-negative u-value u(s) with each state
s ∈ S. The u-values approximate the minimax goal distances of the states. The minimax
goal distance gd(s) ∈ [0,∞] of state s ∈ S is the smallest number of action executions
with which a goal state can be reached from state s, even for the most vicious behavior
of nature. Fig. 2 shows Min-Max LRTA* with look-ahead one. To extend it to the
case where the action costs are all different, the action-selection step becomes a :=
one-of arg mina∈A(s)(c(s, a) + maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′)), and the value-update step becomes
u(s) := max(u(s), c(s, a) + maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′)), where c(s, a) is the cost of executing
action a in state s. In deterministic domains, Min-Max LRTA* behaves exactly like LRTA*
with look-ahead one.
So far, we have discussed only real-time heuristic search methods with look-ahead one.
However, larger look-aheads are important for slowly acting agents. Our generalization of
Min-Max LRTA* to arbitrary look-aheads is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a termination-
checking step (Line 2), a local-search-space-generation step (Line 3), a value-update
step (Line 4) that implements the minimax search, an action-selection step (Line 5), and
an action-execution step (Line 6). Min-Max LRTA* first checks whether it has already
reached a goal state and thus can terminate successfully (Line 2). If not, it generates the
local search space Slss ⊆ S (Line 3). The states in the local search space correspond to the
non-leaf nodes of the corresponding search tree, and thus are all non-goal states. While
we require only that s ∈ Slss and Slss ∩G= ∅, in practice Min-Max LRTA* constructs Slss
by searching forward from s. Min-Max LRTA* then uses its minimax-search method to
update the u-values of all states in the local search space (Line 4). Based on these u-values,
Min-Max LRTA* decides which action to execute next (Line 5). Finally, it executes the
selected action (Line 6), updates its current state (Line 7), and iterates the procedure.
The minimax-search method that Min-Max LRTA* uses to update the u-values in the
local search space is shown in Fig. 4. It assigns each state its minimax goal distance under
the assumption that the u-values of all states in the local search space do not overestimate
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Initially, the non-negative u-values u(s) are approximations of the minimax goal
distances (measured in action executions) for all s ∈ S.
(1) s := sstart.
(2) If s ∈G, then stop successfully.
(3) Generate a local search space Slss with s ∈ Slss and Slss ∩G= ∅.
(4) Update u(s) for all s ∈ Slss (Fig. 4).
(5) a := one-of arg mina∈A(s)maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′).
(6) Execute action a, that is, change the current state to a state in succ(s, a)
(according to the behavior of nature).
(7) s := the current state.
(8) (If s ∈ Slss, then go to (5).)
(9) Go to (2).
Fig. 3. Nondeterministic domains: Min-Max LRTA*.
The minimax-search method uses the temporary variables u′(s) for all s ∈ Slss.
(1) For all s ∈ Slss: u′(s) := u(s) and u(s) :=∞.
(2) If u(s) <∞ for all s ∈ Slss, then return.
(3) s′ := one-of arg mins∈Slss:u(s)=∞ max(u′(s),1+
mina∈A(s)maxs ′′∈succ(s,a) u(s′′)).
(4) If max(u′(s′),1+mina∈A(s ′) maxs ′′∈succ(s ′,a) u(s′′))=∞, then return.
(5) u(s′) :=max(u′(s′),1+mina∈A(s ′) maxs ′′∈succ(s ′,a) u(s′′)).
(6) Go to (2).
Fig. 4. Minimax-search method.
the correct minimax goal distances and the u-values of all states outside of the local search
space correspond to their correct minimax goal distances. It does this by first assigning
infinity to the u-values of all states in the local search space. It then determines the state
in the local search space whose u-value is still infinity and which minimizes the maximum
of its previous u-value and the minimum of the current u-values of its successor states
plus one (this formula corresponds exactly to the value-update step of Min-Max LRTA*
with look-ahead one). The u-value of this state is then assigned this value, and the process
repeats. The way the u-values are updated ensures that the states in the local search space
are updated in the order of their increasing new u-values. This ensures that the u-value
of each state in the local search space is updated at most once. The method terminates
when either the u-value of each state in the local search space has been assigned a finite
value or a u-value would be assigned the value infinity. In the latter case, the u-values of
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all remaining states in the local search space would be assigned the value infinity as well,
which is already their current value.
Theorem 1. For all times t = 0,1,2, . . . (until termination): Consider the (t + 1)st value-
update step (minimax search) of Min-Max LRTA* (Line 4 in Fig. 3). Let ut (s) ∈ [0,∞]
and ut+1(s) ∈ [0,∞] refer to the u-values immediately before and after, respectively, the
minimax search. Then, the minimax search terminates with
ut+1(s)=
{
ut (s) if s /∈ Stlss,
max(ut (s),1+mina∈A(s) maxs ′∈succ(s,a) ut+1(s′)) otherwise,
for all s ∈ S.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Min-Max LRTA* could represent the local search spaces as minimax trees, which could
be searched with traditional minimax-search methods. However, this has the disadvantage
that the memory requirements and the search effort can be exponential in the depth of the
tree (the look-ahead of Min-Max LRTA*) although the number of different states grows
often only polynomially in the depth of the trees. 1 To take advantage of this property,
Min-Max LRTA* represents the local search spaces more compactly as and-or graphs that
contain every state at most once. Min-Max LRTA* uses a minimax-search method that is
related to more general (and often more efficient) dynamic programming methods from
Markov game theory [30], that could also be used but are harder to prove correct.
After the minimax-search method has updated the u-values, Min-Max LRTA* greedily
chooses the action for execution that minimizes the u-value of the successor state in the
worst case (ties can be broken arbitrarily). The rationale behind this action-selection step
is that the u-values approximate the minimax goal distances and Min-Max LRTA* attempts
to decrease its minimax goal distance as much as possible. Then, Min-Max LRTA* has a
choice. It can generate another local search space, update the u-values of all states that it
contains, and select another action for execution. If the new state is still part of the local
search space (the one that was used to determine the action whose execution resulted in
the new state), Min-Max LRTA* can also select another action for execution based on
the current u-values (Line 8). We analyze Min-Max LRTA* without Line 8 but use Min-
Max LRTA* with Line 8 in the examples and experiments because Min-Max LRTA* with
Line 8 utilizes more information of the minimax searches in the local search spaces. We
can proceed this way because Min-Max LRTA* with Line 8 is a special case of Min-Max
LRTA* without Line 8: After Min-Max LRTA* has run the minimax-search method on
some local search space, the u-values do not change if Min-Max LRTA* runs the minimax-
1 As an example, assume that a robot solves the robot-navigation tasks from Section 6 in a large empty
space where it cannot observe any walls within its look-ahead. In this case, a search tree of depth d contains
30 + 31 + · · · + 3d = 3d+1/2 − 1/2 nodes since the robot can always execute three actions. The number of
beliefs that can be reached from the current belief with at most d forward actions (and an arbitrary number of turn
actions) is 8d2 + 8d + 4, which is an upper bound on the number of different beliefs in a search tree of depth d .
Thus, the number of nodes in the search tree grows exponentially in its depth but the number of different states
grows only polynomially.
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search method again on the same local search space or a subset thereof. Whenever Min-
Max LRTA* with Line 8 jumps to Line 5, the new current state is still part of the local
search space Slss and thus not a goal state. Consequently, Min-Max LRTA* can skip Line 2.
Min-Max LRTA* could now search a subset of Slss that includes the new current state s,
for example Slss (again) or {s}. Since this does not change the u-values, Min-Max LRTA*
can, in this case, also skip the minimax search.
Min-Max LRTA* with local search space Slss = {s} (Fig. 3) and Min-Max LRTA* with
look-ahead one (Fig. 2) behave identically in domains with the following property: the
execution of all actions in non-goal states necessarily results in a state change, that is, it
cannot leave the current state unchanged. In general, actions that are not guaranteed to
result in a state change can safely be deleted from the domains because there always exists
a minimax solution that does not use them if there exists a minimax solution at all. For
example, the optimal minimax solution does not use them. Min-Max LRTA* with any
local search space, including Slss = {s}, never executes actions whose execution can leave
the current state unchanged but Min-Max LRTA* with look-ahead one can execute them.
In the following, we refer to Fig. 3 and not Fig. 2 when we analyze the plan-execution
time of Min-Max LRTA*. Koenig and Simmons [22] explain how the presence of actions
whose execution can leave the current state unchanged affects the plan-execution time of
Min-Max LRTA* with look-ahead one.
4. Analysis of the plan-execution time of Min-Max LRTA*
The performance of Min-Max LRTA* is its plan-execution time, measured in the
number of actions that it executes until it reaches a goal state. This is motivated by the fact
that, for sufficiently fast acting agents, the time until a problem is solved is determined by
the planning time, which is roughly proportional to the number of action executions if Min-
Max LRTA* performs only a constant amount of computations between action executions.
For sufficiently slowly acting agents, on the other hand, the time until a problem is solved
is determined by the plan-execution time, which is roughly proportional to the number of
action executions if every action can be executed in about the same amount of time. The
complexity of Min-Max LRTA* is its worst-case performance over all possible topologies
of domains with the same number of states, all possible start and goal states, all tie-breaking
rules among indistinguishable actions, and all strategies of nature.
4.1. Assumptions
In this section, we describe the assumptions that underlie our complexity analysis of
Min-Max LRTA*. A disadvantage of Min-Max LRTA* is that it cannot solve all planning
tasks. This is so because it interleaves minimax searches and plan executions. Minimax
searches limit the solvable planning tasks because they are overly pessimistic. They can
solve only planning tasks for which the minimax goal distance of the start state is finite.
Interleaving planning and plan execution limits the solvable planning tasks further because
it executes actions before their complete consequences are known. Thus, even if the
minimax goal distance of the start state is finite, it is possible that Min-Max LRTA*
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accidentally executes actions that lead to a state whose minimax goal distance is infinite, at
which point the planning task might have become unsolvable. However, Min-Max LRTA*
is guaranteed to solve all safely explorable domains. A domain is safely explorable if
and only if the minimax goal distances of all states are finite. Safely explorable domains
guarantee that Min-Max LRTA* is able to reach a goal state no matter which actions it has
executed in the past and what the behavior of nature is. We assume for now that Min-Max
LRTA* is applied to safely explorable domains but discuss later how this assumption can
be relaxed.
4.2. Properties of u-values
In this section, we define the properties of u-values needed for the complexity analysis.
Definition 1. U-values are uniformly initialized with x (or, synonymously, x-initialized) if
and only if initially u(s)= 0 if s ∈G and u(s)= x otherwise, for all s ∈ S.
Definition 2. U-values are admissible if and only if 0 u(s) gd(s) for all s ∈ S.
Admissibility means that the u-values do not overestimate the minimax goal distances.
In deterministic domains, this definition reduces to the traditional definition of admissible
heuristic values for A* search [39]. Zero-initialized u-values, for example, are admissible.
Admissible u-values have the following important property that generalizes a property
in [15]. This is the same property that we motivated in Section 2 for LRTA*.
Theorem 2. Admissible initial u-values remain admissible after every value-update step
of Min-Max LRTA* and are monotonically nondecreasing.
Proof. See Appendix A.
4.3. Upper bound on the plan-execution time of Min-Max LRTA*
In this section, we provide an upper bound on the complexity of Min-Max LRTA*
without Line 8. Our analysis is centered around the invariant from Theorem 3. The time
superscript t refers to the values of the variables immediately before the (t + 1)st value-
update step of Min-Max LRTA* (Line 4 in Fig. 3). For instance, s0 = sstart. Similarly, ut (s)
denotes the u-values before the (t + 1)st value-update step and ut+1(s) the u-values after
the (t + 1)st value-update step. In the following, we prove an upper bound on the number
of action executions after which Min-Max LRTA* is guaranteed to reach a goal state in
safely explorable domains.
Theorem 3. For all times t = 0,1,2, . . . (until termination) it holds that t ∑s∈S[ut (s)−
u0(s)] − (ut (st )− u0(s0)) for Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial u-values in safely
explorable domains, regardless of the behavior of nature. 2
2 Sums have a higher precedence than other operators. For example,
∑
i x + y =
∑
i [x] + y =
∑
i [x + y].
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Proof (by induction). The u-values are admissible at time t according to Theorem 2. Thus,
they are bounded from above by the minimax goal distances, which are finite since the
domain is safely explorable. For t = 0, the inequality reduces to t  0, which is true. Now
assume that the theorem holds at time t . The left-hand side of the inequality increases by
one between time t and t + 1. The right-hand side of the inequality increases by∑
s∈S\{st+1}
ut+1(s)−
∑
s∈S\{st }
ut (s)
=
∑
s∈S\{st ,st+1}
[
ut+1(s)− ut (s)]+ ut+1(st )− ut (st+1)
Theorem 1=
∑
s∈S\{st ,st+1}
[
ut+1(s)− ut (s)]
+max(ut(st),1+ min
a∈A(st )
max
s ′∈succ(st ,a)
ut+1(s′)
)− ut(st+1)

∑
s∈S\{st ,st+1}
[
ut+1(s)− ut (s)]
+ min
a∈A(st )
max
s ′∈succ(st ,a)
ut+1(s′)− ut(st+1)+ 1

∑
s∈S\{st ,st+1}
[
ut+1(s)− ut (s)]+ ut+1(st+1)− ut (st+1)+ 1
=
∑
s∈S\{st }
[
ut+1(s)− ut (s)]+ 1
Theorem 2
 1. ✷
Theorem 4 uses Theorem 3 to derive an upper bound on the number of action executions.
Theorem 4. Let u0(s) denote the initial u-values. Then, Min-Max LRTA* with admissible
initial u-values reaches a goal state after at most u0(sstart)+∑s∈S[gd(s)− u0(s)] action
executions in safely explorable domains, regardless of the behavior of nature.
Proof.
t
Theorem 3

∑
s∈S
[
ut (s)− u0(s)]− (ut(st )− u0(s0))
Admissibility

∑
s∈S
[
gd(s)− u0(s)]+ u0(s0)
= u0(sstart)+
∑
s∈S
[
gd(s)− u0(s)]. ✷
Since the minimax goal distances are finite in safely explorable domains, Theorem 4
shows that Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial u-values reaches a goal state after a
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Fig. 5. Worst-case domains for Min-Max LRTA*.
bounded number of action executions in safely explorable domains, that is, it is correct.
More precisely: Min-Max LRTA* reaches a goal state after at most
∑
s∈S gd(s) action
executions, no matter what its heuristic knowledge is. One consequence of this result is
that state spaces where all states are clustered around the goal states are easier to solve
with Min-Max LRTA* than state spaces that do not possess this property. In domains with
this property, Min-Max LRTA* always remains in the vicinity of a goal state even though
it executes suboptimal actions from time to time. It holds that
∑
s∈S gd(s) 
∑n−1
i=0 i =
n2/2 − n/2. Now assume that Min-Max LRTA* with local search space Slss = {s} is
zero-initialized, which implies that it is uninformed. In the following, we show that the
upper complexity bound is then tight for infinitely many n. Our example domains are
deterministic. This shows that the upper complexity bound of Min-Max LRTA* is tight
for this important subclass of nondeterministic domains and that deterministic domains, in
general, are not easier to search with Min-Max LRTA* than nondeterministic domains.
Fig. 5 shows an example of a safely explorable domain for which the number of action
executions that zero-initialized Min-Max LRTA* with local search space Slss = {s} needs
in the worst case to reach a goal state is n2/2 − n/2. The upper part of the figure shows
the state space. The states are annotated with their minimax goal distances, their initial
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heuristic values, and their names. The lower part of the figure shows the behavior of Min-
Max LRTA*. On the right, the figure shows the state space with the u-values after the
value-update step but before the action-execution step. The current state is shown in bold.
On the left, the figure shows the minimax searches that resulted in the u-values shown on
the right. Again, the states are annotated with their u-values after the value-update step but
before the action-execution step. The current state is at the top. Ellipses show the local
search spaces, and dashed lines show the actions that Min-Max LRTA* is about to execute.
For the example domain, after Min-Max LRTA* has visited a state for the first time, it has
to move through all previously visited states again before it is able visit another state for
the first time. Thus, the number of action executions is quadratic in the number of states.
We provide pseudo-code that prints the exact sequence of states that Min-Max LRTA*
traverses. The scope of the for-statements is shown by indentation. The statements in their
scope get executed only if the range of the for-variable is not empty. The default step size of
the for-statements is either one (“to”) or minus one (“downto”). Min-Max LRTA* traverses
the state sequence that is printed by the following program in pseudo code if ties are broken
in favor of successor states with smaller indices.
for i := 1 to n-1
for j := i downto 1
print j
print n
In this case, Min-Max LRTA* executes n2/2 − n/2 actions before it reaches the goal
state (for n  1). The number of executed actions exactly equals the sum of the goal
distances because Min-Max LRTA* was zero-initialized and its final u-values are equal
to the minimax goal distances. For example, n2/2− n/2 = 10 for n= 5. In this case, Min-
Max LRTA* traverses the state sequence s1, s2, s1, s3, s2, s1, s4, s3, s2, s1, and s5 of length
ten. Fig. 5 visualizes this execution trace.
The domain from Fig. 5 was artificially constructed. However, Fig. 6 shows a safely
explorable gridworld for which the number of action executions that zero-initialized Min-
Max LRTA* with local search space Slss = {s} needs in the worst case to reach a goal state
is still on the order of n2. This domain is undirected and the number of actions that can be
executed in any state is bounded from above by a small constant (here: three). Min-Max
Fig. 6. Rectangular gridworld.
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LRTA* can traverse the state sequence that is printed by the following program in pseudo
code.
for i := n-3 downto n/2 step 2
for j := 1 to i step 2
print j
for j := i+1 downto 2 step 2
print j
for i := 1 to n-1 step 2
print i
In this case, Min-Max LRTA* executes 3n2/16 − 3/4 actions before it reaches the goal
state (for n  2 with n mod 4 = 2). The number of executed actions is bounded from
above by but not equal to the sum of the goal distances. For example, 3n2/16− 3/4 = 18
for n= 10. In this case, Min-Max LRTA* traverses the state sequence s1, s3, s5, s7, s8, s6,
s4, s2, s1, s3, s5, s6, s4, s2, s1, s3, s5, s7, and s9.
5. Features of Min-Max LRTA*
In this section, we explain the three key features of Min-Max LRTA*.
5.1. Heuristic knowledge
Min-Max LRTA* uses heuristic knowledge to guide planning. The larger its initial u-
values, the smaller the upper bound on the number of action executions provided by
Theorem 4. For example, Min-Max LRTA* is fully informed if its initial u-values equal the
minimax goal distances of the states. In this case, Theorem 4 predicts that Min-Max LRTA*
reaches a goal state after at most gd(sstart) action executions. Thus, its plan-execution time
is at least worst-case optimal and no other search method can do better in the worst-case.
Admissible heuristic functions are known for many deterministic domains. For nonde-
terministic domains, admissible u-values can be obtained as follows: One can assume that
nature decides in advance which successor state g(s, a) ∈ succ(s, a) to choose whenever
action a ∈ A(s) is executed in state s ∈ S; all possible states are fine. If nature really
behaved this way, then the domain would effectively be deterministic. U-values that are
admissible for this deterministic domain are admissible for the nondeterministic domain
as well, regardless of the actual behavior of nature. This is so because additional action
outcomes allow a vicious nature to cause more harm. How informed the obtained u-values
in the nondeterministic domain are depends on how informed they are in the deterministic
domain and how close the assumed behavior of nature is to its most vicious behavior.
5.2. Fine-grained control
Min-Max LRTA* allows for fine-grained control over how much planning to do between
plan executions. Thus, it is an any-time contract algorithm [44]. For example, Min-Max
LRTA* with line 8 and Slss = S \ G = S ∩ G (or, in general, sufficiently large local
search spaces) performs a complete minimax search without interleaving planning and plan
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executions, which is slow but produces plans whose plan-execution times are worst-case
optimal. On the other hand, Min-Max LRTA* with Slss = {s} performs almost no planning
between plan executions. Smaller local search spaces benefit agents that can execute plans
with a similar speed as they can generate them, because they tend to reduce the planning
time. For example, when real-time heuristic search methods are used to solve deterministic
planning tasks off-line, they only move a marker within the computer (that represents the
state of the fictitious agent) and thus plan execution is fast. Korf [29] studies which look-
ahead minimizes the planning time of the Real-Time A* method (RTA*) [26], a variant of
LRTA*, in this context. He reports that a look-ahead of one is optimal for the eight puzzle
and a look-ahead of two is optimal for the fifteen and twenty-four puzzles if the Manhattan
distance is used to initialize the u-values. Knight [20] reports similar results. Larger local
search spaces are needed for more slowly acting agents, such as robots.
5.3. Improvement of plan-execution time
If Min-Max LRTA* solves the same planning task repeatedly (even with different start
states) it can improve its plan-execution time. Assume that a series of planning tasks in
the same domain with the same set of goal states are given. The start states need not be
identical. If the initial u-values of Min-Max LRTA* are admissible for the first planning
task, then they are also admissible for the first planning task after Min-Max LRTA* has
solved the task and are state-wise at least as informed as initially. Thus, they are also
admissible for the second planning task and Min-Max LRTA* can continue to use the
same u-values across planning tasks. The start states of the planning tasks can differ since
the admissibility of u-values does not depend on them. This way, Min-Max LRTA* can
transfer acquired domain knowledge from one planning task to the next, thereby making
its u-values better informed. Ultimately, better informed u-values result in an improved
plan-execution time, although the improvement is not necessarily monotonic. (This also
explains why Min-Max LRTA* can be interrupted at any state and resume execution at a
different state.) The following theorems formalize this knowledge transfer in the mistake-
bounded error model. The mistake-bounded error model is one way of analyzing learning
methods by bounding the number of mistakes that they make. We first prove that Min-Max
LRTA* reaches a goal state after at most gd(sstart) action executions in safely explorable
domains if its u-values do not change during the search.
Theorem 5. Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial u-values reaches a goal state after at
most gd(sstart) action executions in safely explorable domains, regardless of the behavior
of nature, if its u-values do not change during the search.
Proof.
ut
(
st
)− ut+1(st+1)
= ut+1(st )− ut+1(st+1) since the u-values do not change
Theorem 1= max(ut(st),1+ min
a∈A(st )
max
s ′∈succ(st ,a)
ut+1(s′)
)− ut+1(st+1)
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 min
a∈A(st )
max
s ′∈succ(st ,a)
ut+1(s′)− ut+1(st+1)+ 1
 ut+1
(
st+1
)− ut+1(st+1)+ 1
= 1.
Thus, the difference in u-values between the previous state and the current state is at
least one. Since the u-values of all goal states are zero and the u-value of the start state is at
most gd(sstart), by induction Min-Max LRTA* needs at most gd(sstart) action executions
to reach a goal state. ✷
Theorem 6. Assume that Min-Max LRTA* maintains u-values across a series of planning
tasks in the same safely explorable domain with the same set of goal states. Then, the
number of planning tasks for which Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial u-values
reaches a goal state after more than gd(sstart) action executions (where sstart is the start
state of the current planning task) is bounded from above by a finite constant that depends
only on the domain and goal states.
Proof. If Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial u-values reaches a goal state after
more than gd(sstart) action executions, then at least one u-value has changed according
to Theorem 5. This can happen only a bounded number of times since the u-values are
monotonically nondecreasing and remain admissible according to Theorem 2, and thus are
bounded from above by the minimax goal distances, which are finite in safely explorable
domains and depend only on the domain and goal states. ✷
In this context, it counts as one mistake when Min-Max LRTA* reaches a goal state after
more than gd(sstart) action executions. According to Theorem 6, the u-values converge
after a bounded number of mistakes. The action sequence after convergence depends on
the behavior of nature and is not necessarily uniquely determined, but has gd(sstart) or
fewer actions, that is, the plan-execution time of Min-Max LRTA* is either worst-case
optimal or better than worst-case optimal. This is possible because nature might not be
as malicious as a minimax search assumes. Min-Max LRTA* might not be able to detect
this “problem” by introspection since it does not perform a complete minimax search but
partially relies on observing the actual successor states of action executions, and nature
can wait an arbitrarily long time to reveal the “problem” or choose not to reveal it at
all. This can prevent the u-values from converging after a bounded number of action
executions (or planning tasks) and is the reason why we analyzed the behavior of Min-
Max LRTA* using the mistake-bounded error model. It is important to realize that, since
Min-Max LRTA* relies on observing the actual successor states of action executions, it can
have computational advantages even over several search episodes compared to a complete
minimax search. This is the case if nature is not as malicious as a minimax search assumes
and some successor states do not occur in practice. This also means that Min-Max LRTA*
might be able to solve planning tasks in domains that are not safely explorable, although
this is not guaranteed.
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6. Application example: Robot-navigation tasks
In this section, we present a case study that illustrates the application of Min-Max
LRTA* to robot-navigation tasks [23]. We study robot-navigation tasks with initial pose
uncertainty. A robot knows the maze, but is uncertain about its start pose, where a pose is a
location (square) and orientation (north, east, south, west). The sensors on-board the robot
tell it in every pose whether there are walls immediately adjacent to it in the four directions
(front, left, behind, right). The actions are to move forward one square (unless there is a
wall directly in front of the robot), turn left ninety degrees, or turn right ninety degrees.
We assume that there is no uncertainty in actuation and sensing. This assumption has been
shown to be sufficiently close to reality to enable one to use search methods developed
under this assumption on actual robots [35]. We study two different robot-navigation tasks.
Localization tasks require the robot to achieve certainty about its pose. Goal-directed
navigation tasks, on the other hand, require the robot to navigate to any of the given goal
poses and stop. Since there might be many poses that produce the same sensor reports as the
goal poses, solving goal-directed navigation tasks includes localizing the robot sufficiently
so that it knows that it is at a goal pose when it stops. Robot navigation tasks with initial
pose uncertainty are good tasks for interleaving planning and plan executions because
interleaving planning and plan executions allows the robot to gather information early,
which reduces its pose uncertainty and thus the number of situations that its plans have to
cover. This makes subsequent planning more efficient.
We require that the mazes be strongly connected (every pose can be reached from
every other pose) and not completely symmetrical (localization is possible). This modest
assumption makes all robot navigation tasks solvable, since the robot can always first
localize itself and then, for goal-directed navigation tasks, move to a goal pose.
6.1. Formalizing the robot-navigation tasks
In this section, we formally describe the robot-navigation tasks and the state space
that Min-Max LRTA* searches to solve them. We use the following notation: P is the
finite set of possible robot poses (pairs of location and orientation). A(p) is the set of
possible actions that the robot can execute in pose p ∈ P : left, right, and possibly forward.
succ(p, a) is the pose that results from the execution of action a ∈ A(p) in pose p ∈ P .
o(p) is the observation that the robot makes in pose p ∈ P : whether or not there are walls
immediately adjacent to it in the four directions (front, left, behind, right). The robot starts
in pose pstart ∈ P and then repeatedly makes an observation and executes an action until
it decides to stop. It knows the maze, but is uncertain about its start pose. It could be
in any pose in Pstart ⊆ P . We require only that o(p)= o(p′) for all p,p′ ∈ Pstart, which
automatically holds after the first observation, and pstart ∈ Pstart, which automatically holds
for Pstart = {p: p ∈ P ∧ o(p)= o(pstart)}.
Since the robot does not know its start pose, the robot-navigation tasks cannot be
formulated as planning tasks in small deterministic domains whose states are the poses
(pose space). Rather, the robot has to maintain a belief about its current pose. We assume
that it cannot associate probabilities or other likelihood estimates with the poses. Then, all
it can do is maintain a belief in form of a set of possible poses, namely the poses that it
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could possibly be in. Thus, its beliefs are sets of poses and their number is exponential in
the number of poses. The beliefs of the robot depend on its observations, which the robot
cannot predict with certainty since it is uncertain about its pose. The robot-navigation tasks
are therefore planning tasks in large nondeterministic domains whose states are the beliefs
of the robot (belief space). The robot will usually be uncertain about its current pose but
can always determine its current belief for sure. B is the set of beliefs and bstart the start
belief. A(b) is the set of actions that can be executed when the belief is b. O(b,a) is the set
of possible observations that can be made after the execution of action a when the belief
was b. succ(b, a, o) is the successor belief that results if observation o is made after the
execution of action a when the belief was b. Then, for all b ∈ B , a ∈A(b), and o ∈O(b,a),
B = {b: b⊆ P ∧ o(p)= o(p′) for all p,p′ ∈ b},
bstart = Pstart,
A(b)=A(p) for any p ∈ b,
O(b, a)= {o(succ(p, a)): p ∈ b}, and
succ(b, a, o)= {succ(p, a): p ∈ b ∧ o(succ(p, a))= o}.
To understand the definition of A(b), notice that A(p)=A(p′) for all p,p′ ∈ b after the
preceding observation since the observation determines the actions that can be executed.
For goal-directed navigation tasks, the robot has to navigate to any pose in ∅ = Pgoal ⊆ P
and stop. In this case, we define the set of goal beliefs as Bgoal = {b: b ⊆ Pgoal ∧ o(p)=
o(p′) for all p,p′ ∈ b}. To understand this definition, notice that the robot knows that it is
in a goal pose if its belief is b ⊆ Pgoal. If the belief contains more than one pose, however,
the robot does not know which goal pose it is in. If it is important that the robot knows
which goal pose it is in, we use Bgoal = {b: b ⊆ Pgoal ∧ |b| = 1}. For localization tasks,
we use Bgoal = {b: b⊆ P ∧ |b| = 1}.
Planning in the belief space satisfies the description of our planning tasks from Section 2,
and the belief space is safely explorable according to our assumptions. Thus, we can use
Min-Max LRTA* to search it, as follows:
S = B,
sstart = bstart,
G= Bgoal,
A(s)=A(b) for s = b, and
succ(s, a)= {succ(b, a, o): o ∈O(b,a)} for s = b.
6.2. Features of Min-Max LRTA* for robot-navigation tasks
In this section, we discuss the three key features of Min-Max LRTA* in the context of
the robot-navigation tasks.
6.2.1. Heuristic knowledge
Min-Max LRTA* uses heuristic knowledge to guide planning. This is often an advantage
when solving goal-directed navigation tasks because it allows the robot to move towards
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the goal while localizing sufficiently. For goal-directed navigation tasks, one can use
the goal-distance heuristic to initialize the u-values, that is, u(s) = maxp∈s gd({p}). The
calculation of gd({p}) involves no pose uncertainty and can be done efficiently without
interleaving planning and plan executions, by using traditional search methods in the pose
space. This is possible because the pose space is deterministic and small. The u-values are
admissible because the robot needs at least maxp∈s gd({p}) action executions in the worst
case to solve the goal-directed navigation task from pose p′ = one-of arg maxp∈s gd({p}),
even if it knows that it starts in that pose. The u-values are often only partially informed
because they do not take into account that the robot might not know its pose and then
might have to execute additional localization actions to overcome its pose uncertainty. For
localization tasks, on the other hand, it is difficult to obtain better informed initial u-values
than zero-initialized ones.
6.2.2. Fine-grained control
Min-Max LRTA* allows for fine-grained control over how much planning to do between
plan executions. Robots execute actions rather slowly and thus larger local search spaces
can be expected to outperform small local search spaces.
6.2.3. Improvement of plan-execution time
Min-Max LRTA* can improve its plan-execution time by transferring domain knowl-
edge between goal-directed navigation tasks with the same goal poses in the same maze
and between localization tasks in the same maze. (The actual start poses or the beliefs of
the robot about its start poses do not need to be identical.) Fig. 7 demonstrates why this
is important for the robot-navigation tasks. Whether the robot should localize right away
by moving left and then forward one square depends on features of the mazes far away
from the currently possible poses. In particular, the robot should localize right away in the
bottom maze but should turn right and move forward repeatedly in the top maze since it
will automatically localize at the goal location in the top maze. However, search methods
with limited look-ahead cannot treat these situations differently.
If the robot repeatedly solves the same robot-navigation task with the same start pose
(without knowing that its start pose remains the same), then the behavior of nature does not
change since it is completely determined by the actual start pose of the robot, that remains
the same for all tasks. Thus, nature cannot exhibit the behavior described in Section 5.3
and fool Min-Max LRTA* for an arbitrarily long time. Assume further that the way Min-
Max LRTA* selects its local search spaces does not change and that Line 5 in Fig. 3 breaks
ties systematically according to a predetermined ordering on A(s) for all states s. Then,
Fig. 7. Goal-directed navigation task 1.
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(1) Slss := {s}.
(2) Update u(s) for all s ∈ Slss (Fig. 4).
(3) s′ := s.
(4) a := one-of arg mina′∈A(s ′) maxs ′′∈succ(s ′,a′) u(s′′).
(5) If |succ(s′, a)|> 1, then return.
(6) s′ := s′′, where s′′ ∈ succ(s′, a) is unique.
(7) If s′ ∈ Slss, then go to (4).
(8) If s′ ∈G, then return.
(9) Slss := Slss ∪ {s′} and go to (2).
Fig. 8. Generating local search spaces.
once the u-values do not change during one robot-navigation task, they cannot change
during any future robot-navigation task because the behavior of Min-Max LRTA* is now
completely determined by the u-values and the behavior of nature. Since the u-values are
monotonically nondecreasing and bounded from above by the minimax goal distances,
which are finite in safely explorable domains, the u-values and thus also the executed action
sequence converge after a bounded number of action executions (or planning tasks).
6.3. Alternative approaches for robot-navigation tasks
Min-Max LRTA* is a domain-independent planning method that does not only apply
to robot-navigation tasks with initial pose uncertainty, but to all kinds of planning tasks
in nondeterministic domains [4], including moving-target search [22]. In this section, we
compare Min-Max LRTA* to a planning method that can also be used to solve the robot-
navigation tasks.
The Information-Gain method (IG method) [11] first demonstrated the advantage of
interleaving planning and plan executions in the context of robot-navigation tasks. 3 It
uses breadth-first search (iterative deepening) around the current state in conjunction with
pruning rules to find subplans that achieve a gain in information, in the following sense:
after the execution of the subplan it is guaranteed that the robot has either solved the robot-
navigation task or at least reduced the number of poses it can be in. This way, the IG
method guarantees progress towards a solution.
There are similarities between the IG method and Min-Max LRTA*: Both planning
methods interleave planning and plan executions. Min-Max LRTA* generalizes the IG
method since zero-initialized Min-Max LRTA* that generates the local search spaces for
robot-navigation tasks with the method from Fig. 8 exhibits a similar behavior as the IG
method before the u-values of Min-Max LRTA* become more informed: it also performs a
3 Genesereth and Nourbakhsh [11] refer to the IG method as the Delayed Planning Architecture (DPA) with
the viable plan heuristic. They also give some improvements on the version of the IG method discussed here, that
do not change its character.
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breadth-first search around its current state until it finds a subplan whose execution results
in a gain in information. The method does this by starting with the local search space that
contains only the current state. It performs a minimax search in the local search space and
then simulates the action executions of Min-Max LRTA* starting from its current state. If
the simulated action executions reach a goal state or lead to a gain in information, then the
method returns. However, if the simulated action executions leave the local search space
without reaching a goal state or leading to a gain in information, the method halts the
simulation, adds the state outside of the local search space to the local search space, and
repeats the procedure. Notice that, when the method returns, it has already updated the
u-values of all states of the local search space. Thus, Min-Max LRTA* does not need to
improve the u-values of these states again and can skip the minimax search. Its action-
selection step (Line 5) and the simulation have to break ties identically. Then, Min-Max
LRTA* with Line 8 in Fig. 3 executes actions until it either reaches a goal state or gains
information. Notice that this method basically performs a search in the deterministic part
of the state space around the current state. This property could be used to simplify the
method further and make it (almost) identical to traditional search methods.
There are also differences between the IG method and Min-Max LRTA*: Min-Max
LRTA* can take advantage of heuristic knowledge to guide planning, although the IG
method could be augmented to do so as well. A more important difference is that the
IG method does not need to maintain information between plan executions, whereas Min-
Max LRTA* has to maintain information in the form of u-values. To save memory, Min-
Max LRTA* can generate the initial u-values on demand and never store u-values that
are identical to their initial values. Even then its memory requirements are bounded only
by the number of states, but Section 6.5 shows that they appear to be small in practice.
The u-values allow Min-Max LRTA* to adapt its look-ahead better to agents that can
execute plans with a similar speed as they can generate them because they allow Min-
Max LRTA* to use smaller local search spaces than the IG method. In particular, Min-Max
LRTA* can use local search spaces that do not guarantee a gain in information because
the increase of the potential
∑
s∈S\{st} ut (s) from Section 4.3 serves as a (virtual) gain in
information. Since robots move slowly compared to their speed of computation, a more
important advantage of Min-Max LRTA* over the IG method is that it can improve its
plan-execution time as it solves similar planning tasks.
6.4. Examples of Min-Max LRTA* for robot-navigation tasks
In this section, we provide examples of how Min-Max LRTA* with Line 8 and the
goal-distance heuristic solves goal-directed navigation tasks. We use a version of Min-
Max LRTA* that breaks ties between actions systematically according to a pre-determined
ordering on A(s) for all states s. It breaks ties in the following order (from highest to
lowest priority): move forward, turn left, and turn right. We stop the search once the robot
has localized itself since the planning task then becomes deterministic and can be solved
greedily by using steepest descent on the goal-distance heuristic. (In the figures, we put
these actions in parentheses.)
Heuristic knowledge often guides planning well right away. To demonstrate the behavior
of Min-Max LRTA* in this case, we use the goal-directed navigation task from Fig. 9. The
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Fig. 9. Goal-directed navigation task 2.
Fig. 10. Behavior of Min-Max LRTA*.
Fig. 11. Goal-directed navigation task 3.
goal-distance heuristic predicts the minimax goal distances perfectly in the relevant part of
the state space. Fig. 10 shows how Min-Max LRTA* with local search spaces Slss = {s}
solves the goal-directed navigation task. The robot localizes towards the goal and behaves
right away in a worst-case optimal way. The robot gains information only after three action
executions. If Min-Max LRTA* solves the same goal-directed navigation task again with
the same start pose, it continues to execute the same actions since it does not change any
u-value during the first run.
Sometimes the heuristic knowledge does not guide planning well at first. To demonstrate
the behavior of Min-Max LRTA* in this case, we use the goal-directed navigation task from
Fig. 11. The goal-distance heuristic often underestimates the minimax goal distances a lot
in the relevant part of the state space. Fig. 12 (left) shows how Min-Max LRTA* with local
search spaces Slss = {s} solves the goal-directed navigation task. The robot spins in place
once after it has moved forward but reaches the goal pose eventually. This demonstrates
how updating the u-values ensures that Min-Max LRTA* cannot get stuck in cycles. Fig. 12
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Fig. 12. Behavior of Min-Max LRTA*.
Fig. 13. Behavior of Min-Max LRTA*.
(center) shows how Min-Max LRTA* solves the goal-directed navigation task a second
time with the same start pose. The robot still spins in place once, this time before it moves
forward. Fig. 12 (right) shows how Min-Max LRTA* solves the goal-directed navigation
task a third time with the same start pose. The robot now behaves in a worst-case optimal
way. If Min-Max LRTA* solves the same goal-directed navigation task again with the
same start pose, it continues to execute the same actions since it does not change any u-
value during the third run, demonstrating how updating the u-values guarantees that the
robot eventually behaves in a way that is at least worst-case optimal even if the heuristic
knowledge does not guide planning well at first. Finally, Fig. 13 shows how Min-Max
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Fig. 14. Minimax search.
LRTA* with local search spaces that contain all beliefs that can be reached with two or
fewer action executions and contain more than one pose solves the goal-directed navigation
task. The robot behaves right away in a worst-case optimal way, demonstrating that larger
local search spaces can compensate for deficiencies of the heuristic knowledge. Fig. 14
shows in detail how the minimax-search method from Fig. 4 determines the u-values of
all states in the (initial) local search space. The minimax search method assigns values to
states sequentially. In the figure, assignments of the same value to states have been grouped
together. If Min-Max LRTA* solves the same goal-directed navigation task again with the
same start pose, it continues to execute the same actions since it does not change any u-
value during the first run.
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6.5. Experimental results for robot-navigation tasks
Previous work reported experimental [36] and theoretical [50] evidence that performing
a complete minimax search to solve robot-navigation tasks in a worst-case optimal way can
be completely infeasible. In this section, we show that Min-Max LRTA* solves the robot-
navigation tasks fast, converges quickly, and requires only a small amount of memory. We
do this experimentally since the actual plan-execution time of Min-Max LRTA* and its
memory requirements can be much smaller than the upper bound of Theorem 4 suggests.
We use a simulation of the robot-navigation tasks whose interface matches the interface of
an actual robot that operates in mazes [37]. Thus, Min-Max LRTA* could be run on that
robot.
We use Min-Max LRTA* as described in the previous section, with local search spaces
of two different sizes each, namely local search spaces Slss = {s} and the larger local search
spaces from Fig. 8. To save memory, Min-Max LRTA* generates the initial u-values only
on demand and never stores u-values that are identical to their initial values.
As test domains, we use 500 randomly generated square mazes. The same 500 mazes
are used for all experiments. All mazes have size 49 × 49 and the same obstacle density,
the same start pose of the robot, and (for goal-directed navigation tasks) the same goal
location, which includes all four poses. Fig. 16 shows an example. We provide Min-Max
LRTA* with no further knowledge of its actual start pose and let it solve the same robot-
navigation task repeatedly with the same start pose until its behavior converges. We use
the same start pose repeatedly because this way Min-Max LRTA* converges after a finite
number of action executions and convergence can easily be detected when the u-values
do not change any longer during a robot-navigation task, as described in Section 5.3. Of
course, the robot does not know that the start pose remains the same because otherwise it
could use the decreased uncertainty about its pose after solving the robot-navigation task
to narrow down its start pose and improve its plan-execution time this way.
Fig. 15 shows that Min-Max LRTA* indeed produces good plans for robot-navigation
tasks with a small number of state expansions, while using only a small amount of memory.
Since the plan-execution time of Min-Max LRTA* after convergence is no worse than
the minimax goal distance of the start state, we know that its initial plan-execution
time is at most 231, 151, 103, and 139 percent (respectively) of the worst-case optimal
plan-execution time for the given start belief if nature can choose the start pose freely.
Similarly, the first column in Fig. 15 shows that Min-Max LRTA* with local search spaces
Slss = {s} and the goal-distance heuristic solves goal-directed navigation tasks on average
with 113.32 action executions on the first run, and with 49.15 action executions after
convergence. In this case, Min-Max LRTA* converges quickly. It more than halves its
plan-execution time in less than twenty runs. This demonstrates that this aspect of Min-
Max LRTA* is important if the heuristic knowledge does not guide planning sufficiently
well at first. The total run-time until convergence is 6.85 seconds for our straight-forward
unoptimized Common Lisp implementation of Min-Max LRTA* on a Pentium II 300 MHz
computer equipped with 192 MByte RAM, for an amortized run time of 0.42 seconds per
run. The convergence times can be expected to increase substantially as the relevant part
of the state space gets larger, for example, if the start pose of the robot is not always the
same.
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Fig. 15. Experimental results.
Fig. 16. Sample maze.
We have used Min-Max LRTA* with mazes that were as large as 249× 249. However,
when we applied Min-Max LRTA* with local search spaces Slss = {s} and the goal-
distance heuristic to goal-directed navigation tasks, a large number of garbage collections
increased the amortized run time from 0.42 seconds per run to 54.36 seconds per run. This
is partly due to an increase of the average number of poses per belief state. For example, the
average number of poses that are consistent with the initial observation of seeing openings
in all four directions increases from about 800 to more than 20,000 poses.
Finally, we compare Min-Max LRTA* to planning methods that always execute the
shortest action sequences that result in a gain in information.
First, we demonstrate the advantage of using heuristic knowledge to guide planning for
goal-directed navigation tasks. We compare the number of action executions on the first
run for Min-Max LRTA* that generates the local search spaces for robot-navigation tasks
with the method from Fig. 8 and planning methods that always execute the shortest action
sequences that result in a gain in information. Both planning methods need about the same
number of action executions if Min-Max LRTA* uses the zero heuristic. However, Min-
Max LRTA* has an advantage of about three action executions if it uses the goal-distance
heuristic.
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Second, we demonstrate the advantage of improving the plan-execution time for
localization tasks with experience. We compare the number of action executions for Min-
Max LRTA* that generates the local search spaces for robot-navigation tasks with the
method from Fig. 8 and the zero heuristic and planning methods that always execute the
shortest action sequences that result in a gain in information. Both methods need on average
around twelve action executions on the first run but Min-Max LRTA* is able to reduce this
number to around nine action executions and then has an advantage of about three actions
executions due to its capability to learn from experience. This number will be larger in
mazes in which localization is harder than in random mazes, and the results in [50] give
some evidence on how to construct such mazes.
6.6. Extensions of Min-Max LRTA* for robot-navigation tasks
In this section, we discuss some disadvantages of Min-Max LRTA* and outline possible
extensions of Min-Max LRTA* that remedy some of the problems.
The memory consumption of Min-Max LRTA* can be large in principle since it
can assign a u-value to every state. We demonstrated experimentally that the memory
consumption of Min-Max LRTA* appears to be small in practice but it is currently
unknown exactly where its breaking-point is. For example, for robot-navigation tasks, each
state is a set of poses. Thus, the amount of memory consumed by the representation of one
belief already grows linearly in the size of the maze and the number of beliefs even grows
exponentially. This does not only increase the memory requirements of Min-Max LRTA*
but also its planning time. It also increases the likelihood that Min-Max LRTA* cannot
improve its plan-execution time with experience because it never visits the neighborhoods
of previously visited beliefs again. In this case, Min-Max LRTA* needs more powerful
generalization capabilities that allow it to infer the u-values of states from the u-values
of similar states. One could, for example, combine function approximators with real-time
heuristic search methods (similar to what is done in reinforcement learning).
We assumed that there was no actuator and sensor uncertainty for the robot-navigation
tasks. The nondeterminism resulted exclusively from missing prior knowledge. Min-Max
LRTA* can also deal with a certain amount of actuator and sensor uncertainty as long as
the state space remains safely explorable. One advantage of using Min-Max LRTA* in
these cases is that it does not depend on assumptions about the behavior of nature. This is
so because minimax searches assume that nature is vicious and always chooses the worst
possible successor state. If Min-Max LRTA* can reach a goal state for the most vicious
behavior of nature, it also reaches a goal state if nature uses a different and therefore less
vicious behavior. However, Min-Max LRTA* can be too pessimistic and make planning
tasks wrongly appear to be unsolvable.
If the minimax goal distance of the start state is finite but the domain is not safely
explorable, this problem can sometimes be addressed by increasing the local search spaces
sufficiently. In this case, Min-Max LRTA* has to guarantee that it does not execute actions
that can result in states with infinite minimax goal distances, that is, actions whose effect
cannot necessarily be undone. If Min-Max LRTA* always determines a plan for goal-
directed navigation tasks after whose execution the belief state is guaranteed to contain
either only goal poses, only poses in the current belief, or only poses in the start belief,
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then either the goal-directed navigation task remains solvable in the worst case or it was not
solvable in the worst case to begin with [38]. Thus, Min-Max LRTA* avoids the execution
of actions that make the planning task unsolvable.
If the minimax goal distance of the start state is infinite, then the planning task cannot
be solved directly with minimax search because there is no solution in the worst case—a
vicious nature could trap the agent no matter which actions the agent executes. Researchers
have studied different ways of avoiding the problem within a minimax search framework.
Heger [14] uses discounting, Friedman and Koller [10] make assumptions about the
outcomes of action executions, and Moore and Atkeson [34] split states. A completely
different way of avoiding the problem is to give up the minimax framework and make
different assumptions about the behavior of nature. Min-Max LRTA* can be changed
to accommodate the assumption that nature selects the successor state according to a
given probability distribution that depends only on the current states and the executed
actions (rather than being an opponent). In this case, it models planning tasks as Markov
decision process (MDP) models (rather than Markov games) and uses average-case (rather
than worst-case) search to attempt to minimize the average (rather than worst-case) plan-
execution time. This version of Min-Max LRTA* is very similar to Trial-Based Real-Time
Dynamic Programming (RTDP) [1,2] and thus also many reinforcement-learning methods.
The u-values of RTDP approximate the average (rather than minimax) goal distances of the
states and RTDP uses the average (rather than worst-case) u-value over all successor states
in its action-selection and value-update steps in Fig. 2. This enables RTDP to converge
to a behavior that minimizes the average (rather than worst-case) plan-execution time.
If one wants to minimize the average plan-execution time for the robot-navigation tasks,
one can model them with partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) models
[19], that can also model sensor and actuator uncertainty easily. Robots that use POMDPs
for navigation have recently been shown to achieve a very reliable navigation behavior in
unconstrained environments [8,24,25,32,45,49], although POMDPs often make unjustified
assumptions about the behavior of nature, such as unjustified independence assumptions.
Only small POMDPs can be solved with current methods [7,13,30]. In theory, one could
solve the POMDPs also with RTDP-BEL [4], an application of RTDP to the discretized
belief space of POMDPs [4]. This corresponds to how we solved the robot-navigation tasks
with Min-Max LRTA*, except that the states now correspond to probability distributions
over the poses (rather than sets of poses) and thus the state space is infinite and continuous
(rather than finite and discrete), and needs to get discretized. Consequently, there are
trade-offs when switching from a worst-case to an average-case assumption. An average-
case assumption makes a larger number of planning tasks solvable and results in a more
common planning objective but often makes unjustified assumptions about the behavior
of nature, requires current real-time heuristic search methods to discretize the state space
which results in discretization errors and substantial increases in planning time, and makes
it harder to obtain analytical results about their behavior. It is therefore important that our
analytical results about properties of Min-Max LRTA*, although they do not apply to real-
time heuristic search methods with the average-case assumption, at least suggest properties
of these real-time heuristic search methods, for example, that they solve state spaces where
all states are clustered around the goal states more easily than state spaces that do not
possess this property.
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7. Conclusions
Classical planners traditionally assume that domains are deterministic, and the few
planners that can operate in nondeterministic domains often assume that the state of
the world is completely observable. We, on the other hand, studied planning tasks in
nondeterministic domains, including domains where the state of the world cannot be
observed completely, and presented both planning methods and first analytical results about
their behavior.
Our real-time heuristic search method, Min-Max LRTA*, extends LRTA* to nondeter-
ministic domains by interleaving minimax searches and plan executions. It is guaranteed
to solve all planning tasks in safely explorable domains.
We applied Min-Max LRTA* to robot-navigation tasks in mazes, where the robots know
the maze but do not know their initial position and orientation, and showed experimentally
that Min-Max LRTA* solves the robot-navigation tasks fast, converges quickly, and
requires only a small amount of memory. We also demonstrated that Min-Max LRTA*
generalizes the Information-Gain Method, a method that has been used on actual robots.
It does so by utilizing heuristic knowledge, allowing for more fine-grained control over
how much planning to do between plan executions, and enabling robots to improve their
plan-execution time as they solve similar planning tasks.
However, the contributions of this article extend beyond Min-Max LRTA*. It contributes
to the area of real-time heuristic search in three ways. First, our analysis demonstrates
how to analyze methods that interleave planning and plan executions and thus contributes
to a solid theoretical foundation of these methods, including LRTA*. Second, the solid
theoretical foundation of Min-Max LRTA* makes it a good stepping stone towards
both a better understanding of planning in nondeterministic domains and more powerful
and complex planning methods for these domains, including real-time heuristic search
methods. Third, this article illustrates an advantage of real-time heuristic search methods
that has not been studied in depth, namely that real-time heuristic search methods allow
agents to gather information early in nondeterministic domains. This information can be
used to resolve some of the uncertainty caused by nondeterminism and thus reduce the
amount of planning done for unencountered situations.
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Appendix A. The proofs
In this appendix, we prove the two theorems that we did not prove in the main text.
Throughout the appendix, the time superscript t refers to the values of the variables
immediately before the (t + 1)st value-update step (minimax search) of Min-Max LRTA*
(Line 4 in Fig. 3) without Line 8.
A.1. Proof of Theorem 1
We prove the following version of Theorem 1.
Theorem A.1. For all times t = 0,1,2, . . . (until termination): Assume that ut (s) ∈ [0,∞]
for all s ∈ S, and define ut+1opt (s) ∈ [0,∞] as
ut+1opt (s)=
{
ut (s) if s /∈ Stlss,
max(ut (s),1+mina∈A(s) maxs ′∈succ(s,a) ut+1opt (s′)) otherwise,
for all s ∈ S.
Then, the (t + 1)st minimax search terminates with ut+1(s)= ut+1opt (s) for all s ∈ S.
Proof. We first prove that the minimax search terminates and then that it determines the
correct u-values.
The minimax search terminates: It terminates if the u-values of all states in the local
search space are smaller than infinity (Line 2). Otherwise, it either changes the u-value of
another state from infinity to some other value (Line 5) or, if that is not possible, terminates
(Line 4). Thus, it terminates eventually.
The minimax search determines the correct u-values: Consider the (t + 1)st execution
of the minimax-search method for any time t = 0,1,2, . . . (until termination). The u-
values ut+1(s) are correct for all states s that do not belong to the local search space
Stlss because they do not change during the minimax search and thus u
t+1(s) = ut (s) =
ut+1opt (s). To show that the u-values ut+1(s) are also correct for all states of the local
search space consider any time during the minimax search. Then, u(s) = ut+1opt (s) for
all s ∈ Stlss with u(s) < ∞, as we prove below. It follows that, after the minimax
search, the u-values are correct for all states of the local search space whose u-values
are smaller than infinity. To show that the u-values are also correct for all states of
the local search space whose u-values equal infinity, suppose that this is not the case.
Then, the minimax search terminates on Line 4 and there are states in the local search
space whose u-values are, incorrectly, infinity. Among all states in the local search
space whose u-values are infinity, consider a state s with the minimal value ut+1opt (s),
any action a := one-of arg mina∈A(s)maxs ′∈succ(s,a) ut+1opt (s′), and any state s′ ∈ succ(s, a).
Then, ut+1(s) = ∞ and ut+1opt (s) < ∞, that is, the u-value of s is, incorrectly, infinity.
Since ut+1opt (s′) < ut+1opt (s) < ∞, it holds that either s′ ∈ S \ Stlss, which implies u(s′) =
ut (s′) = ut+1opt (s′) <∞, or s′ ∈ Stlss with u(s′) <∞ according to our choice of s. Also,
ut (s) < ∞ since ut+1opt (s) < ∞. Then, however, the minimax search could not have
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terminated on Line 4 because max(ut (s),1 +mina∈A(s) maxs ′∈succ(s,a) u(s′)) <∞, which
is a contradiction. Thus, the minimax search determines the correct u-values.
We prove by induction that, at any time during the (t + 1)st execution of the minimax-
search method, u(s) = ut+1opt (s) for all s ∈ Stlss with u(s) <∞. This holds initially since
u(s) = ∞ for all s ∈ Stlss. Now suppose that the induction hypothesis holds when an
s¯ ∈ Stlss is chosen on Line 3 and let u(s) denote the u-values at this point in time. Suppose
further that the subsequent assignment on Line 5 results in unew(s¯) = ut+1opt (s¯). In general,
u(s′)  ut+1opt (s′) for all s′ ∈ Stlss since either u(s′) =∞ or u(s′) = ut+1opt (s′) according to
the induction hypothesis. Then,
unew(s¯) = max
(
ut (s¯),1+ min
a∈A(s¯) maxs ′∈succ(s¯,a)
u(s′)
)
 max
(
ut (s¯),1+ min
a∈A(s¯)
max
s ′∈succ(s¯,a)
ut+1opt (s′)
)
= ut+1opt (s¯).
Since
unew(s¯)
Assumption
= ut+1opt (s¯),
it holds that
unew(s¯)= max
(
ut (s¯),1+ min
a∈A(s¯)
max
s ′∈succ(s¯,a)
u(s′)
)
> ut+1opt (s¯).
Among all states in the local search space whose u-values are infinity, consider a state s
with the minimal value ut+1opt (s), any action
a := one-of arg min
a∈A(s) maxs ′∈succ(s,a)
ut+1opt (s′),
and any state s′ ∈ succ(s, a). Since ut+1opt (s′) < ut+1opt (s) ut+1opt (s¯) < unew(s¯) <∞, it holds
that either s′ ∈ S \ Stlss or s′ ∈ Stlss with u(s′) <∞ according to our choice of s. In either
case, ut+1opt (s′)= u(s′) according to the definition of ut+1opt (s′) or the induction hypothesis.
Then,
max
(
ut (s¯),1+ min
a∈A(s¯)
max
s ′∈succ(s¯,a)
u(s′)
)
> ut+1opt (s¯)
 ut+1opt (s)
= max(ut (s),1+ min
a∈A(s) maxs ′∈succ(s,a)
ut+1opt (s′)
)
max
(
ut (s),1+ min
a∈A(s)
max
s ′∈succ(s,a)
u(s′)
)
.
But then the minimax search could not have chosen s¯. This is a contradiction. Thus,
unew(s¯) = ut+1opt (s¯). After s¯ has been assigned this value on Line 5, it cannot be assigned
another value later, since unew(s¯) <∞. ✷
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A.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem A.2 (= Theorem 2). Admissible initial u-values remain admissible after every
value-update step of Min-Max LRTA* and are monotonically nondecreasing.
Proof. The u-values are monotonically nondecreasing because either they do not change
or, according to Line 5 of the minimax-search method, ut+1(s)= max(ut (s), . . .) ut (s).
The intuitive reason why initially admissible u-values remain admissible is the same as the
reason given in the last paragraph of Section 2 for LRTA*. In the following, we formalize
that reason for Min-Max LRTA*: Assume that the u-values ut (s) are admissible. Then, for
all s ∈ S \ Stlss,
gd(s)
Admissibility
 ut (s)= ut+1(s)= ut (s) Admissibility 0.
Furthermore, for all s ∈ Stlss, gd(s)  ut+1(s) as we show below. It follows that, for all
s ∈ Stlss,
gd(s) ut+1(s)
Monotonicity
 ut (s)
Admissibility
 0.
Therefore, the u-values ut+1(s) are admissible as well.
We prove by induction that, for all s ∈ Stlss, gd(s) ut+1(s). Consider an ordering si for
i = 1,2, . . . , |Stlss| of all s ∈ Stlss according to their increasing minimax goal distance. We
show by induction on i that gd(si) ut+1(si). We consider two cases: First, gd(si )=∞.
Then, it holds trivially that gd(si) ut+1(si ). Second, gd(si) <∞. Then, si ∈ Stlss implies
si ∈ S \G per definition of Stlss. Thus, gd(si) = 1 + mina∈A(si) maxs ′∈succ(si ,a) gd(s′). Let
a′ := one-of arg mina∈A(si) maxs ′∈succ(si,a) gd(s′). Then,
gd(si )= 1+ max
s ′∈succ(si ,a′)
gd(s′)
and thus gd(s′) < gd(si ) for all s′ ∈ succ(si, a′). In general, gd(s′)  ut+1(s′) for all
s′ ∈ succ(si, a′) since either s′ ∈ S \ Stlss (see above) or s′ = sj with j < i per induction
hypothesis. Then,
gd(si ) = max
(
gd(si ),gd(si )
)
= max(gd(si ),1+ max
s ′∈succ(si ,a′)
gd(s′)
)
 max
(
gd(si ),1+ max
s ′∈succ(si ,a′)
ut+1(s′)
)
 max
(
gd(si ),1+ min
a∈A(si)
max
s ′∈succ(si ,a)
ut+1(s′)
)
Admissibility
 max
(
ut (si ),1+ min
a∈A(si)
max
s ′∈succ(si ,a)
ut+1(s′)
)
Theorem 1= ut+1(si). ✷
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